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AGMA Marketing and Forecasting Meeting

»Rosemont,  IL
»Crowne Plaza O’Hare
»42 AGMA member attendees from 38 companies
»Featured speakers from IHS Markit
»Networking Dinner, followed by a day of market intelligence including 
Macro-economic assumptions, Global Economic overview, Gears Market 
(NAICS code 333612), and a report on Electric Drive



AGMA President Remarks
»Emerging Technology is being tracked by new committee, Technical Advisory 
Groups.  Technology includes:  additive, IIoT, new materials and robotics.  Join the 
committee and review information under Industry Resources on www.agma.org.  
Staff contact:  Mary Ellen Doran (doran@agma.org)

»Industry Voice is a new committee designed to connect supply chain and 
affiliated associations.  AGMA working with ABMA and NFPA to define value that is 
customer focused.  Staff contact:  Jenny Blackford (Blackford@agma.org)

»AGMA expanding Gear Expo to include electric drive and fluid power innovation 
exhibitors.  Goal is to change name of show to include power transmission as its 
core focus, increase technical focus, and draw design and application engineers 
focused on power transmission

http://www.agma.org/
mailto:doran@agma.org
mailto:Blackford@agma.org
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Gear Industry Markets and Outlook

October 2017

Optimism becomes cautious optimism  



Major gear industry issues…
»New monthly gear bookings and shipments data has just been released by AGMA. 
Note the revisions in previous years. 
⋄All data remains benchmarked to NAICS 333612 “Speed Changers, Industrial High-Speed Drive & Gear 
Manufacturing”. 
⋄US gear monthly bookings & shipment  from Jan 2004 – July 2017
⋄US Census gear monthly imports/exports available through July 2017
⋄Bureau of Economic Analysis revised gear end-market usage has been used.

»The growth of commodity prices has slowed or recently stalled. Look for oil prices to 
decline 7% in 2018 after rising 14% in 2017. Natural gas prices to increase 21% in 
2017 and then remain flat in 2018. 
»US economic growth has been revised down to 2.1% in 2017 and 2.8% in 2018.  
»US manufacturing output, has been revised down to 1.4% in 2017 and 2.8% in 2018.   
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Major gear industry issues continued…
»Investment in industrial equipment to increase 7% this year, strongest since 
2012. Slowing to 4% growth in 2018 and then ramping up to 6% growth in 2019
»The drag from inventories destocking is ending. 
»US Dollar has started to decline. Look for a 0.7% decline this year and 1.5% decline in 2018 2% 
decline in 2019. 

»Positive news on AGMA historical US gear bookings shipments data.
⋄ Strong bookings growth Dec 2016 – July 2017, especially in early spring. 
⋄ Bookings enthusiasm has cooled since the start of the summer, but healthy growth still 
anticipated during the second half of 2017. 
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The US economy on a solid growth path

»Real GDP growth picked up from an annual rate of 1.2% in the first quarter to 3.0% in the second 
quarter as consumer spending accelerated.

»Hurricanes Harvey and Irma have disrupted economic activity in the third quarter, but recovery and 
rebuilding will boost growth in subsequent quarters.

»Consumer spending continues to drive US economic growth, supported by rising employment, real 
incomes, and household wealth.

»Business fixed investment will benefit from strengthening global markets and an easing of regulatory 
policies, although commercial building is slowing.

»Increasing demand, low inventories of homes for sale, and rising prices will encourage more 
homebuilding, even as interest rates rise.

»The Federal Reserve will gradually raise interest rates (taking the federal funds rate to 3% in late 2019) 
and reduce its asset holdings.

»The economy’s long-term potential growth rate is near 2%.
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IHS Markit

The US Gear Industry Outlook
2017

Optimism and investment are still growing, but more cautiously than a few months ago. 

Many policy questions have yet to be answered. Trade issues need to be resolved.  

2018

Good opportunity for another healthy increase in the gear industry. Investment growing, 

weaker US dollar, stronger rest of world growth, 

favorable policies…hopefully. 

2019
Look for growth in manufacturing, machinery and gears to slow.  



Gear Markets Bottom Line

• The news remains positive, but driving gear markets to not seem to be 

as robust as originally thought as we had in April.     

• Monthly AGMA historical bookings and shipments numbers were 

surprisingly fast during spring 2017. There is a chance they will be 

revised downward, because industrial sectors, while growing at a 

healthy rate, don’t support rapid growth.   

• Strongest markets in 2018 will be in the energy and mining sectors as 

well as power equipment and industrial machinery. Weakest markets 

will be agricultural machinery and railroad equipment. 

• Gear trade is changing with the help of a weaker US dollar and stronger 

rest of world economic growth. Year to date through June exports are 

up 5.5% and imports are flat. 

• Investment continues to improve look for shipments to be up 12% this 

year, 9% in 2018 and 4% in 2019.



Five possible US upside economic issues 
to consider:

1. The Trump administration provides a boost to both the supply and demand 
sides of the economy in this scenario. On the supply side, a rollback of 
regulations and lower corporate taxes result in greater capital spending.

2. Stronger growth in business fixed investment and an explosion of new 
technologies lead to stronger productivity gains, bringing economic growth 
above the baseline rates.

3. The US dollar bubble starts to fall rapidly and US exports expand while 
import penetration subsides

4. Infrastructure spending bill is more rapid and stronger than anticipated 
providing an economic stimulus.

5. Foreign growth strengthens to outpace the baseline forecast.  Oil prices rise 
as demand outstrips supply.   
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Five possible US downside economic issues 
to consider:

1. The US economy suffers from a crisis of confidence, managing only feeble growth 
during the final quarter of 2018 and first quarter of 2019.

2. Lack of progress in Washington calls into question all the promises and expectations 
of the new administration, bruising consumer and business confidence, and sending 
the stock market into negative territory.

3. Uncertainty regarding future tax and healthcare policies causes business confidence 
to deteriorate, affecting capital spending and hiring plans. Consumers feel the pinch 
as well.

4. Renewed international weakness causes risk-adverse investors to seek security in US 
assets, pushing up the value of the US dollar further. 

5. Exports begin to decline and import penetration continues an upward path hitting the 
US manufacturing sector hard. 
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Industrial Motors and Drives:  A Global Market Update

Presented by:
Preston Reine, Research Manager
IHS Markit Industrial Automation
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Electric Drives Overview

CapEx vs OpEx

»China and India very price sensitive

»Suppliers having to lower cost by substituting materials used (aluminum in lieu of copper)

»Can easily save 30-40%, but decision depends type of consumer

Technology

»Transformerless drives growing in space-needy applications

»Many energy-intensive applications don’t utilize drives

⋄Large growth prospects in HVAC, water/wastewater, for example

»Electrification is disrupting power transmission applications, but to what extent?

»Drive suppliers focusing on partnerships with data providers/monitors

⋄Causes confusion and questions over who owns the data

⋄Largely misunderstood currently, but many case studies prove its efficacy
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Market trends
Greater focus on services and support

»Market becoming homogenized – differentiating factors include services

»Failure occurs roughly every 7-8 years, which is too frequent for end users

»Lack of skilled labor and importance of uptime are shaping the market

Simplification of low-voltage drives

»Customers wanting less complexity

»Lack of skilled engineering in the workforce

»Cost pressure prominent in pumping and commercial HVAC – non-value adding qualities 

can be removed

Internet of Things (IoT)

»Low-voltage drives can be used to aid predictive maintenance, increase longevity, and 

improve connectivity. 

»End-users want more information so they can make informed decisions, for this they need 

more connectivity between machines and components.

»A lot of reluctance to adopt still, mostly due to cost and security concerns
14



Are electric drives replacing geared 
products?

Determining factors for end users

»VFDs can reduce speed and maintain torque – end users will evaluate torque needs at low 

speeds to determine best technology

»Does application require one speed or several? 

»Maintenance costs and downtime are huge determining factors

⋄Collecting and analyzing industrial data is crucial at this point

»Geared systems efficiency ~ 70-75% as opposed to 80-90% for motor + VFD

Reported areas of concern

»High-torque, low-speed (HTLS) AC synchronous motors are still quite expensive, but 

unclear how rapidly this is penetrating the market – fast projected growth over next 5-10 

years

»Mining (semiautomatic grinding machines) – example of where more HTLS motors are 

adopted

»Cement mills and other mining applications – still cost conscious; HTLS are not mature 

(few suppliers)

»Major push in automotive applications as EV/HEV emerge
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Are electric drives replacing geared products?
Determining factors for end users

»VFDs can reduce speed and maintain torque – end users will evaluate torque needs at low 

speeds to determine best technology

»Does application require one speed or several? 

»Maintenance costs and downtime are huge determining factors

⋄Collecting and analyzing industrial data is crucial at this point

»Geared systems efficiency ~ 70-75% as opposed to 80-90% for motor + VFD
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»High-torque, low-speed (HTLS) AC synchronous motors are still quite expensive, but 

unclear how rapidly this is penetrating the market – fast projected growth over next 5-10 

years

»Mining (semiautomatic grinding machines) – example of where more HTLS motors are 

adopted

»Cement mills and other mining applications – still cost conscious; HTLS are not mature 

(few suppliers)

»Major push in automotive applications as EV/HEV emerge

»Material handling (esp. conveyors) up to 7-800 HP – economical down to 25 HP
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Are electric drives replacing geared products?

Areas with less competition

»Low HP applications, particularly in steel mills, seeing less threat

»Fewer stages, less energy loss = less threat from e-drives

»A lot of unknowns at this point, but plenty of time to adjust

»Cost-competitive markets less vulnerable

»Energy efficiency not as important in many industrial applications today

Opportunities 

»Major transformation in market not likely within next 10 years, but signs will show

»Opportunity to partner with technology companies (maybe drive suppliers?)

»Tracking equipment performance/inserting yourself into customers’ applications is highly 

effective

»Expanding product portfolio

»Broadening engineering capabilities/application expertise
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Changes to Next Year’s M&F Meeting
»AGMA Statistics Committee agreed to hold Market Outlook webinar in 2nd

Quarter 2018, removing the face-to-face Spring M&F meeting

»Fall 2018 M&F Meeting to be held in Chicagoland

»AGMA looking at a partnership with National Fluid Power Association’s 
Economic Outlook Conference, held in August with 150+ attendees in 
Chicagoland.  AGMA believes there is synergy since the speakers AGMA has 
and NFPA has are the same ones.  Committee members attending the event 
to “test drive it” and confirm value.


